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ANALYTIC REGULARITY OF SOLUTIONS TO

THE CAUCHY PROBLEM FOR DEGENERATE

PARABOLIC EQUATIONS

Dedicated to Professor Kunihiko Kajitani on his sixtiethbirthday

Introduction

By

Hironobu Honda

It Is known that the solution of the Cauchy problem for heat equation is

analytic with respect to the space variable x for t > 0, if the initialvalue belongs

to L2(R"). The purpose of thispaper Is to show that the solution of the Cauchy

problem for degenerate parabolic equations is analytic with respect to the space

variable x for t > 0, if the initialvalues are in Gevrey classes.

We shall consider the following Cauchy problem for degenerate parabolic

equations on (0, T) x Rn (T>0),

I dju(O.

where Dx = ―idxand

dt,Dx)u(t,x) = f(t,x),

x) = Uj(x), xeR",j

P(t,x,dt,Dx) d?

(t

0

x) e (0, T) e Rn

m―＼

j= 1 a -.finite

(1.1)

(1.2)

We assume that P is degenerate at t = 0, namely, the coefficients aja(t,x) satisfy

where o{ja) are nonnegative integers and bj^t.x) belong to C°°([0,T];y(-s°^(Rn)).

Denote by y^(Rn) the Gevrey class with exponent s (> 0), that is, the set of all
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functions a(x) defined on if" such that for any A > 0 there is a constant CA > 0

fulfilling

sup |D>(x)

xeR"

< CaA^＼ol＼V

for every multi-index a e TV", where TV = {0,1,2,...}.

M. Mikami [6] mentions sufficient conditions to be wellposed in Hx by

using Newton's polygon when the coefficients of P are independent of the space

variable jc.We shall introduce Newton's polygon associated with degenerate par-

abolic equation (1.2) (see S. Gindikin-L. R. Volevich [2]).

Definition 1.1. Let t{P) = {(y≫ e Nn+i;bja(0,x) # 0} and v(P) =

{(1 + a{ja.)/j, ＼<x＼/j)g R2+; (y,a) e t(P)}, where R2+ = [0, oo) x [0, oo). Denote by

N(P) the smallest convex polygon in R2^ possessing following properties,

(i) v(P)cN(P),

(ii) if(q,r)eR2+, (qf7r')eN(P), q'<q andr<r', then (q,r) e N{P).

N(P) is called Newton's polygon associated with P, and N(P) is represented

in the following figure where, for example, * = (1 + a( jot)//,lal//) lie on it.

Y

X

Here, as the figure below, we introduce some notation for Newton's polygon

N(P). For a number ro>O, let Lro be the line passing the point Qo = (O,ro) which

is tangent to N(P). Denote by Q＼ ― (1 + q＼,r＼)the vertex of N(P) such that q＼> q

and r＼> r hold if (1 + q,r) belongs to N(P) and Lro. And denote by Qi = (1 +<fr,r,-),

i = 1,..., / the vertices of N{P) indexed in the clockwise direction beginning with

Q＼. We note that Qt can be determined by r0. Conversely, tq can be chosen for Qt

which is defined beforehand.
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= (oo,rz)

X

For such picked Qt ― (1 + qi,rt), put qo = ―1, #/+i = oo and r!+＼= 77 for

the sake of convenience, and let cr,-(/ = 0,...,/) stand for the slopes of the sides

QiQi+i, i.e., Gi ― (r,-+i―r/)/(g,-+i―qi), i = 0,...,/. It is evident to get the follow-

ing inequalities by the property (ii) of Newton's polygon N(P)

0 < qi < ･･ ･ < qi, r0 < n ■■■< n, a0 > o＼> ･■■> 07 = 0.

Moreover denote by T,- the sides joining the two vertices Qi, Qi+＼ for i = 1,...,

/ - 1, i.e., Tt = QiQi+i. Besides let T = (J^1 ry if / > 2 and T = Qx if / = 1. For

F we shall define the principal part of P as follows.

Pr(t,X,k,£)=Xm + J2 f^bj^x)er-j

(＼+o(n)ljMlj)eY

(1.3)

for t>0, x,£e Rn and a e C. Further we define a weight function associated

with N(P) as follows.

ht(*,O =
/

£

i=＼

w (1.4)

Definition 1.2. The operator P is said to be T-parabolic at t = 0 if there

exist constants Co > 0 and Sq > 0 such that Py satisfiesthe inequality below

＼PT{t,x,XA)＼>CQ{＼l＼+wT)m (1.5)

for t > 0, x,£eRn and XeC with Re X > -5owr.

We shallintroduce the function spaces in which we consider the Cauchy
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problem (1.1). For s > 0 and p > 0, denote by H^ the set of functions whose

element ueL2(Rn) such that

e"Wl/'u(Z)eL2(RZ), (1.6)

where ＼^＼― J^2 + ■■■+ ^l and m means the Fourier transform of u. Denote

by H^ the set of functions of u(x) e L2(R") satisfying(1.6) for any p (> 0).

Denote Jf<≪≫=H" = f]s^Hs, where H> =
＼f{x)eSf';

<Os/(0^2(≪"), <O =

J1 + |£|2>. We know the following theorem on the wellposedness in H^ of the

Cauchy problem (1.1).

Theorem 1.3 (Theorem 3 in K. Kajitani-M. Mikami [3]). Assume that the

differentialoperator P with the coefficientsbja(t,x) in C^QQ, T]; y<So}{R")) is de-

generate and T-parabolic at t―0. Then thereis T > 0 such that the Cauchy problem

(1.1) is wellposed in H^ for s satisfying 1 < sq < s < r^l if ro > 0 and 1 < sq <

s<oo ifr0 = 0, that is,for any uj(x) e H<s> and f(t,x) e C°°([0,T];H<S>) there

exists a unique solution u(t,x) e Coc([0,T]＼H^) of the Cauchy problem (1.1).

We need the above theorem of version of pseudo-differential operators in

order to prove our main Theorem 1.4 below. Denote by the symbol class yKSm

(K>0,me R) the set of all functions p(x,£) e CX{R" x J?|) such that for any

r > 0 there exists a constant Cr > 0 satisfying

for every multi-indices a,/?e7V", where afi{x,C) ― d^D^a(x,£). Theorem 1.3 is

valid for the following pseudo-differential operator

j=＼ ol:finite

m

EE

j= 1 k -.finite

t'Wbncfax^KOT-J

where (r(jk) are nonnegative integers, bjk(t,x,£)belong to C°°([0,r];^0^*),

o{jk) and dW satisfy

m

U U

i― 1 k :finite

(

■
a(jk)

7
c:^N(P).

Our main result is the following

Theorem 1.4. Assume that I = so < s < r^1 if r0 > 0 and I ―sq < s < cg if

vq = 0 moreover the differentialoperator P with the coefficientsbjX(t,x) belong-
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ing to Ccc([0,T]; y^(Rn)) is degenerate and T-parabolic at t = 0. Then for any

Uj(x) e H^ and f(t,x) e C°°([0,T];H^) there exists a unique solution u(t,x) e

Cco(([0,TkHV) (e>0) of the Cauchy problem (1.1), where

(5=1+ max

0<;</-l

1 <j<m

{['(
'-?+"')] max

＼<h<j-＼

a .finite

I ― +jqt ~(r(h<x)+j-h
])

(1.7)

Here, denote by [p] the maximal integer not greater than p.

Here, we should mention that i/<!> is contained in the set of analytic func-

tions by Lemma 2.2. Consequently Theorem 1.4 shows the analytic regularity of

solutions to the Cauchy problem (1.1). To prove Theorem 1.4 we transform the

operator P by exponential mapping and apply Theorem 1.3 to the transformed

operator. This proof is given in the section 3. We shall consider the following

Cauchy problem with the coefficientsdepending only on t and 2/ > k (2/,k e N)

{
dtu(t, x) + tlla(t)D2xu(t, x) + tkb(t)Dxu(t, x) = 0, (f,x) e (0, T) x R,

u(0,x) = uq(x).

(1.8)

The following simple example satisfiesthe conditions in Theorem 1.4 but we can

show easily the analyticityof solutions without Theorem 1.3.In the section 2 we

shall explain this fact.

Example 1.5. Let ＼< s < (21 - k)/{2l -2k-I). Assume that Re a(i)> C >

0 then for any uo(x) e U<5> there is a unique solution u(t,x) e CGC((0, T];H<＼}+1)

(e > 0) of the Cauchy problem (1.8). Consequently for any e > 0 there is Ce > 0

such that

|D>(r,x)| <C£(e^+1)"w|a|! (1.9)

for 0 < t < T, x e R.

2. An Example

We shallinvestigate the case of (1.8) and prove the statement in Example 1.5

in this section. First of all,we transform u(t,x) into v(t,x) by

v(t,x) = estk+l<D*>u(t,x) = {2k)-1
I

JR

eix<+£tk+l<ou(t,£)dt (2.1)
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dtv = e(k + ＼)tk(Dxy≫k+X^u + ee'k+l<D*>dtu

= -tlla (t)D2xv- tk{b(t)Dx - e(k + l)(Dx)}v

(1.8) is transformed into the Cauchy problem below

f d,v{t,x)+ t21a(t)D2xv(t,x)+ tk{b{t)Dx - e{k + 1)</>,>}≫(*,*)= 0,

＼t>(0,*) = ≪<>(*). "

The Cauchy problem (2.2) obviously has same degenerate form at t = 0 as

(1.8). Now we shall observe Newton's polygon associated with (2.2).In this case,

Newton's polygon associated with (2.2) consist of the two points (1 +&, 1) and

(1+2/,2) on R＼. Putting Qx = (l+2/,2), we can take r0 = (2l-2k-＼)/(2l-k).

The operator P for (1.8) is F-parabolic at t ― 0 since Re a > 0. The Newton's

polygon associated with (2.2) is represented in following picture.

2

1

rQ

O

Y

1

(1 +

l + k

k'~l)

MP)

Qi＼
_,- LrQ

i (1 + 21,2)

1 + 2/

X

Then, we get

Lemma 2.1. Let 1 < s < (21 - k)/(2l -2k
~

1). Assume that Re a(t) > 0 on

the Cauchy problem (2.2). Then for any uq(x) e CGO([0, T];H^) there exists an

unique solution v(t,x) e C°°([0,r];//<s>) o≪ x e R.

Though thislemma is proved in [3],we shall give a simple proof. We trans-

form v(t,x) into w(f,x) by

where

JR

a(*,o = -^{{t+<or)"ro/<7+<oiAi, o=^―k
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(gyh = Jh2 + |£|2and h > 1, M > 0 are some large parameters. Putting

a,(*,o = dtA(t,t)= M(t+(Oharl~ro/a

we can write

dtW = -A,(f, Dx)e~A{t'Dx)v+ e~A^Dx)dtv

= -At{t, Dx)w + t2la{t)D2xw+ tk{b(t)Dx

Therefore, we have

-s(k + iKDxy＼w

dtw(t,Q = [-A,(f, 0 - t2la{t)D2x- r*{*(OZ>x - e(k + l)<Z)x>}]w(/, 0

w(0J0 = ≪-A(0'°fio(0-

267

(2.4)

(2.5)

In advance, by noting r0 <s lw(0, ･) eL2 holds because of uqeH^. It is enough

for the proof of Lemma 2.1 to derive w(t, ■)e L2. We show w(t, ･) L2 by using

that if (d/dt)＼w(t,£)＼2= 2 Re w'^ < 0 holds then ＼w(t,£)＼2< |h>(0,£)|2.Therefore,

our task is to find some condition satisfying

-2Rew'ti = At(t^) + t2lRea(t)£2 + tk{Reb(t)Z-e(k+l)(O}>0, (2-6)

Noting At(t,£) > 0, we have

t21 Re ait)? + tk＼Re b(t)£ - e(k + !)<£>}

> t21Re a{t)e - f*{|Re b{t)＼+ e(k + 1)}<O > r2/Re a(0^2 - Cst＼O-

Hence, (2.6) holds if tll~k> Q<O/<f Re a(t) since 2/ > k. On the other hand,

tll~k< CE(O/Z2 Re a(t) implies

because

t < cEayll{2l-k)

Q<O

£2 Re a(t)

By the way, by s > 1 and Re a(t) > 0, (2.6) is estimated as

A,(f,0 + f2/Re a{t)e + ^{Re 6(0^ - e(k + 1)<O}

> A,(t,0 - tk{RQ b(t)£+ e(k + 1)<O} > Mt, £)- Cet＼O-

Noting (2.4) and (2.7) we get (2.6) from the above if M satisfies

c<oi-a(i+k)-r0 < M_

(2.7)
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In fact we can choose M > 0 since 1 ―o(＼+ k) ―vq < 0. It follows from (2.3)

that r0 > (21-2k-＼)/(21-k) implies w(t,-)e L2(R). Hence Lemma 2.1, namely

v(t,x) e H^, is verified.

Then transformation (2.1) turns out v(t,x) = eetM^D^u(t,x) eL2(R") on ac-

count of H^ cz L2(R"). Finally, we can see u(t,x) £H^lli- We can easily show

the following fact.

Lemma 2.2. If u(x) belongs to H^, then u(x) is in Gevrey class with ex-

ponent s, that is,for any p > 0 there exists a constant

sup |D>(x)| <£>-!*!|oc|P,

Y(=I?"

Cp >0

for every multi-index a e Nn. In particular, u{x) is a real analytic function if s ― 1.

Using this lemma, we have (1.8).

3. Proof of Theorem 1.4

We shall prove Theorem 1.4 in this section. First of all, we shall transform

u(t,x) in (1.1) into v(t, x) by

v(t,x) = eetS<D*yu(t,x)

similar to (2.1) for some

= (2*)-"
f

JR"

ix-Z+st*<O u{t^)d£,

nonnegative integer5. Then we remark that

d!u(t,x)=ea≪'D*＼dt + nt)kv(t,x) k

where

fi(r,Dx) = -£^<DX>, Q,(f,D.) = arQ(r, Dx)

Therefore P of (1.2) can be rewritten such that

P(t,x,dt,Dx)u(t,x)

= (V+

£≫

m£

7=1 a -.finite

t^%a(t,x)D^d

w>D*＼dt+nt)mv(t,x) +

ea{t,Dx) (dt+nt)m+

m-j ＼

1
)

m

EE

j=＼ a.:finite

m

/=1 a.-.finite

(ea≪'DMt,x))

l,...,/n

= -eSt3-1 <DX>

t^bj0l(t,x)D≪en^D*＼dt + nt)m-Jv(t,x)

to{Me-a{t,Dx)b ^x)ea(t,Dx)D^dt + clt)m-j

(3.1)

(3.2)

v(t,x)
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Hence, we have the following new Cauchy problem for degenerate parabolic

equations on (0, T) x Rn (T > 0)

P{t,x,d,,Dx)v(t,x)=

{dt + Qt)Jv{O,x) = Uj(

e -Q(?'^/(r,x)

x) xeRn,j

(t,x)e(O,T)xRn,

0 m―＼

(3.3)

where

m
P(t,x,dhDx) = (dt+ Qt)m + J2 J2 t^bjaa(t,x,Dx)D≪(dt + nt)m-j (3.4)

_/'=1 a.finite

and bjaa(t,x,Dx)= e-a^D^bJa(t,x)ea^Dx＼ We shall prove the following fact

bellow.

t

Lemma 3.1. If the operator P of the Cauchy problem (1.1) is T-parabolic at

0, then P, which is transformed P by (3.1) with

S=l+ max

0</</-l
1 <j<m

{['(

??･■)

is also T-parabolic at t= 0

max

＼<h<j-＼ I

a -.finite

lal +j ― h―jri . ... . ,1
I

LJ-J^; ^ +Jqi - a(ha) +J-h＼)

(3.5)

We need the followinglemma in order to prove the above lemma.

Lemma 3.2. We have

<7((dt+ nt)J)(t,x,t) <

(A + nt(t,t))2 + 42＼t^), 7 = 2,

(A + nt(t^))J +

i

1=2

= 3

4J)(t^)(A + nt(t^))j-1, j>4,

where, for some constants C]2, C3 and some polynomials C＼ (?)

4;) = c2v-2<o, 4j) = c
[1/2]

it*-＼O and d^=ts-lJ2

i=＼

cpVKO1', 4</<y.

(3.7)

Here, a((dt + O.t)J) stands for the symbol of (dt + Q.t)J and denote by [p] the

maximal integer not greater than p.
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Proof. We use induction onj. The claim is trivialfor j = 1,2,3,4 such thai

a(dt + ttt)=2 + 0,,

a((dt + at)2) = (x + nt)2 + n≪(*,o,

a((dt + Qt)3) = (X + Qt)3 + 3tttt(t,̂)(A + ft,)+ flm(r, 0,

a((5r + O,)4) = (A + Qr)K(^ + O?)3)) + dt(<j((dt+ a)3))

= a + a)4 + 3O≫(A + ar)2 + ≪m(A + sit)

+ 3Qr/(A + a)2 + 3Qm(A + nr) + 3flJ + Qw≪.

Next, assume (3.7) is true for j ― 1 (7 > 5). Then

a((d, + O,)')(f,;,0

= (A + Qr) W(5r + n,)7'"1))+ dM(dt + nty~1))

= a + n,)

+ dtl

(a + n,y-1 +

/-i

a + nty-1 +

= u + n,)J +

+yW*

/=2

7-1
E

i=2

^■-1)a+Q,y-1~/

i=2

4J~l)a + q,)'-' + U - ＼){x+ nt)j-2ntt

i=2

7-1

i=2

＼-i)4J-l)(x + nt)s ＼ltt

7=4

= {X + nt)J + d{2j'l＼x+ nt)J-2 + 4j'l＼x + nty-3 + J24

+ u - ＼)(x+ nty-2ntt + dtd{2j-l＼x+ nt)j~3+ ^a^1}(A + nty-'

j=4

i=A

= {i+aty + {u-i)ntt+4j-l)}(x+nty-2 + {4j~x)+a^-1)}(A+ar3

r=4
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Thus putting

4J) = u-i)tott+4J~1)

4j) = 4J-l) + dt4J-l＼

d＼j)= dp-l)+dtd^l) + u+1 - i)nt4r2l)

d}j)= dtd^l) + d^l)ntt,

we have (3.7)inductively. Q.E.D.

/ = 4,...,y-i

Hereafterwe begin to prove Lemma 3.1.We can see from (3.4),

m
a(P)(r,x,/,^)=(7((5?+ n?)m)+E E ta{J%oQ{t,x^aa{{dt + at)m

7=1 a.-.finite

It follows from Lemma 3.2 that

a{(dt + nt(t,£))m-J)

= (A + n,(f,or~' +

where

xm-j + xm-j-l(

+

m-j
£

1=2

km-j-l＼

Am-j +

and for /

(m-j)
9i

(t,Z)

2

m-j

1=1

=
(

(m

m-j

E

1=2

m-j

1

)

(V)

d＼m-j＼t

*M/,f)

,O(A + n,(f,or~yW

nt(t,Z)'+

■fiit&r-J-1

m ―j

m ―j

I

From (3.2) and (3.3),

(m-j)
9}

)

g{rj＼t,z)

nt(t^)l +

we can see

(',0 =

1-2
£

i=0

■
(

1-2
£

(

t'-'g'r

(
m-j

I-

m ―j

1

)

-2-i

2-i

a(*,a

271

~J). (3.8)

y^y-'M^A

(3.9)

m;r

2
2_:iy,≪,i)'-2-i4:-i＼t,{)

j＼tA), l = l,...,m-/, (3.10)
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and the order in £ of gy (?,£)is not greater than /.Then from (3.8),(3.9) and

(3.10),

(T{P)(t,x,X,£)

xm +

m (
El (m

/=1 I

m

m

Am +
m

£

7=1

m (

We

a

fff(y'a)W>*.Ofa

yn-j

Wj

m-j
£

Xm-j

g^rj＼tA)Am-j-1

+ EE'ff(te)**≪n(r'JC'^^^-*"*)(r'^|

h=＼ a ■>

,*-,->)

choose S

{
('-

(',

-J

£)+E E ^^^ W', *>̂ )<^

such that

J J h=＼

■
aUvx) +S-(j

fr"＼t,Z)

＼

xm-J. (3.11)

))-h) ＼a＼+ (j - h)

j
c=c=7V(P)

This Is clear for / = /. Therefore, nonnegative integer d has to be the minimam

integer satisfying

d>j{l-ri)a71 +jqi+j

and

for

s

i

S > (|a|+j - h -jri)ai l +jqt - a(ha) +j - h h=l,...J-＼

= 0,1,...,/― 1. Hence, we can choose

= 1 + max

0</</-l

1 < j < m

K1-? + ?/+!
)]

max

1 <h<j-1

a -.finite

M+j-h-jn
+jq,-(r{hcc)+j-h

(3

]}

12)
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Moreover, we need prepare followingLemma 3.3 to complete the proof of

Lemma 3.1.

Lemma 3.3. Let aa{t, x,Dx) = e~a^D^a{t,x)ea^D^ for

Cx{[<d,T};y<l>{Rn)). Denote by aa(t,x,Z) the symbol of aa{t,x,Dx)

can write

aa(t, x, £) = a(t, x) + stsax {t, x, f) + r(t, x, £)

a{t,x)e

Then we

(3.13)

where a＼(t,x,£)e ylS° and r(t,x,Q satisfying there are constants Ca > 0, ra > 0

and sa > 0 such that

for 0 < t < T, x, £ e R

rfht^A)＼<Car-＼^＼a + P＼＼e-^

", aJeN"

(3.14)

This lemma can be obtained by simple modification of the proof in K.

Kajitani-S. Wakabayashi [4]. The proof of Lemma 3.1 will be given in Appendix.

In conclusion, the choice of 3 as (3.12) and (3.13) enable to be written by

m Fj
^(^V^j^r + ^^^^M^)!^^)}^, (3.15)

7=1 k=＼

where bJk(t,x,£) e C°°([0,T]-y<l>S^) with £,*((),x,f) = bjk{0,x) and r(t,x,Z) sat-

isfying (3.14). Thus Lemma 3.1 is proved.

Now we prove Theorem 1.4. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that if P satisfies

the conditions in Theorem 1.3 then P does so. Hence, we can apply Theorem 1.3

to the Cauchy problem for P, and we can obtain the solution v{t,x) of (3.3) in

Cx ([0, 7]; H<s>). Putting ≪(f,x) = e-£'s<D^v(t, x), we get the solution of the Cauchy

problem (1.1) which is contained in Cx((0, T];H^) for any e > 0 and 6 chosen

in (3.12). Thus we completed the proof of Theorem 1.4.

Appendix

Proof of Lemma 3.3. The symbol of the product of the operators e
n(f-£)*)

a(t,x) and ea^Dx) is given by

an{t,x,£)=os-

= OS

e-i(x-y).(Z-n)+a(t,z)-a(t,n)a^^ dydrJ

e-iy>i-a(t,$+n)+a(t,z)a^x + y)dydrj (A.I)
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where drj= (2n) n dr＼.Putting

-n(*, t + n) + a(t,a = et'uz + ny- <O)

7=1
^°

(A.I) can be rewrited by using Stokes formula

an(f,x,f)= 05-
ff

e-^-'^^^a^x + y) dydrj
.1.1uln

OS ―

OS ―

OS ―

[
drj

I
e-iz-"a(t,x + z + ietdw{^ rj))dz

JR" JR"-ietsw(£,n)

L

I,

d

d

+ os-

JR"

tj e iy'na[t, x + y + istsw(£, r])) dy

JR"

rj
[

e-iy^a{t,x+ y + mt8w{^rj))XN+＼a+nMI<O) dydrj
JR"

dr,
＼

e-^a^x+y + ist'w^^il-XNMx+^U^y)) dydr,
JRn

= bi(t,x, )+b2(t,x,£),

where Xn+^+PI^ = l if ' ^ !/4' Xn+Ix+P^) = 0 if r > 1/2 and

＼D<+JXN+l≪+fn(t)＼<CjCl+N+^k＼,

(A.2)

(A.3)

if k < N +＼a+ B and / = 1,2,― Thus, by Taylor expansion, we obtain

＼y＼<N^

+ rN(t,x,£)

where

rN(t,x,£) = os-

(A.4)

＼y＼=N *M°

x Xn+＼*+p＼(Vi＼KO)}dydridO.
(A.5)
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Put for 0<j<N- 1,
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M=jJJ

Since

]Ty! ld?{a{7)(t,x+ietdw(£,Ti))}q=0

＼vH

(A.6)

h

＼dlco(Z)＼<clp-%＼KO-la],

where ca{Q = £(O~＼ we can see pj(t,x, ) e C°°([0,Jjjy1^)- Hence it follows

from [11 that there is p(t,x,£) which satisfiesthat there is r > 0 such that

/=0

< Cp(rp0)-N-^＼a + l3＼＼NKO-N-a (A.7)

for 0<t < T, x^eR", a,/3eNn, N = 1,2,....

We define

r(t,x, C) = an(t, x, Q -p(t, x, Q

It follows from (A.2), (A.4) and (A.6) that we have

r(t,x,£) = x, £) - p(t, x, £)
J

+ r^(/, x,
<^)

+ Z≫2(^,̂, ^)

for any positive integer N.

We shall prove that r(t,x,£) satisfies(3.14). We now estimate rN(t,x, Q

Integration by part gives for /o= 2([w/2] + 1)

rN^xA)

y Ny＼~l

＼y＼=N

ijj:
(i - ef-'e-'y^y-^Dyy^iyy-^D^

^dldlia^^x + Oy + iEt'w^rj^x^^MKO^dydfjde. (A.8)

We put
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Then since ＼rj＼< <£>/2,on supp Xn+＼o.+p＼>we can estimate

l*i(*,*,£y,n)＼< Cx{rP{fw-^% + p＼＼NKyyk<j,yh<O-NN＼

Thereforeintegratingthis term we can estimate from (A.8)

＼rN^(t,x^)＼< C2(rp1yN-^N^ + P＼KO-N

As to b2(t,x,^),we have from (A.2)

62$ (*,*,£)=

X

lU-^KrirHDyy^yy-HDr,}10

(A.9)

dZDex{a{t,x+ y + iet*W(Z,ri))(l-^+M(kl/<O))} dydrj. (A.10)

We put

F2(t,x,£;y,rj)= <nYk (Dyyh (yyh(D^h

x dlDi{a(t,x + y + iet3W(^ri))(＼-XNMa+^＼ri＼/iO))}

Then we get from (A.3)

for any XeN". It follows that for any X

＼F2(t,x,̂rj)＼< C4(rp3y^-W＼a + $ + X＼Kn}-'^,

where

F2{t,x,&ri) =
^e-iy-''F2{t,x,£;y,ri)dy.

Therefore there is eo > 0 such that

＼F2{t,x,Z;ri)＼< C5(rp3)-^＼a+m^r'0e-eo<0,

because of ＼rj＼><O/2 and we get from (A. 10)

＼b2{%(t,x,Z)＼<C5(rp3y^＼a+(}＼＼e-^>

Hence we get from (A

|rg(f,*,OI= Didl

i

< C2(rp2)

(

(A.9) and (A.11)

N-＼
^Pj{t,x, )-p{t,x,£)

7=0

(A.11)

+ rN(t,x,£)+ b2(t,x, )

N-la+RN＼＼a + p＼KO~N + C5(rpi)-lcc+l]l＼a+ JJ＼le-E0<°
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for any positiveinteger N. Taking the minimum with respect to N, we can see for

some eo > 0

Taylor expansion yields

pit, x, a = a{t, x + ietsw(£, 0)) + stsax (t, x, £) = a(t, x) + etdax (t, x, £)

where a＼(t,x,£)e ylS°. Hence, we can prove (3.13) Q.E.D
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